
HOW TO WRITE A COPYRIGHT NOTICE FOR PHOTOGRAPHY

Include It. With the notice present the defendant in an infringement lawsuit can no longer claim they did not realize that
the work was protected.

Guess what? Some people just do not understand what copyright is all about. Single year versus range of years
If you keep a mix of old and new content in your copyrighted medium, your copyright date may be a range
rather than a single year. Teachers have contacted me about using my materials in printed form. What is
copyright? When you create something new, copyright law automatically gives you full ownership rights in
your creation. As a photographer who sells rights, I take copyright violation seriously. And now you'll say,
"Big deal, so what if my notice is different. Original works do not need to be registered to be covered by
copyright law. If your use is not for profit, I may grant usage right but with conditions, such as adjacent credit
and or a link to the Web page of my choice. Aug 5, This article is not a substitute for professional legal advice.
Do you need a copyright notice? The ability to copy content from the Web, does not give one the right
duplicate and republish it. Automated text scraper sites not included. Recommendation: include a properly
formatted copyright notice on every page of your website that displays your images. It indicates that the
copyright holder holds all the rights provided by copyright law for their own use, i. All rights reserved. I
pointed out the details of the infringement on this page. My first e-mails to the company went unanswered.
Where to place a notice? Start here. The date may be in Roman numerals, although this is not encouraged.
Stark, prior to its commercial use. This article does not create an attorney-client relationship, nor is it a
solicitation to offer legal advice. Promotional Items, leaflets, commercial documents, etc. Examples of
copyright notices in presentations You can either include a copyright notice slide, or place a small copyright
notice at the bottom of each slide from your presentations. She sent payment right out. The spread of Flickr
terminology and mis-conceptions about copyright, particularly when it comes to online use, pleads in favor of
asserting rights in all ways possible. If you'd like to buy high quality prints of my images, up to 24 x 36" , call
me at  Some people are just not aware of this. Copyright Protection Tactics In attempts to maintain the
integrity of the copyrighted photographs found on this site, several copyright protection methods have been
utilized. However, according to the U. Some Rights Reserved. Please read carefully before downloading,
linking to, or printing copies for use. There was my image, right on the main page. Some of these tactics
include, but are not limited to: Placement of watermarks Resizing of images Conversion of images to low
resolution for web use If you would like to use a specific photograph with some of the copyright protection
tactics removed, please e-mail me at info photos. There is no real downside to including it. Several months
later months later I sent more e-mails requesting payment. Call Jim Harrington at  The name should never be
the name of an unincorporated business. Images, writings and graphics created by James F. Checklist for
copyright notices What is copyrightable? It might also make a few Web site designers, bloggers, web
publishers etc aware of what they should not do!


